
Equipment for Checkout

Equipment Capabilities Quantity
Flip Camera Record standard definition video directly to video files, records over 1 hour at a time 70

Zoom Q3 Camera

Record standard definition video directly to video files, includes high-quality stereo microphone built-in for difficult 

audio situations (outdoors, noisy gym, etc.), can record just audio, records approx. 1 hour 17

Kodak Zi8 Camera Record high definition video directly to video files, records over 1 hour of video at a time, also takes still images 2

Sony Bloggie Camera

Record standard definition video directly to video files, internal rechargeable battery, records 30 minutes at a time up 

to 2 hours; check out as a group 9

Sony HD Video Camera HD Video Camera with microphone for high quality video an good audio 4

Tripods - Flip Tabletop tripod - holds smaller cameras (like Flip) on a table top; less conspicuous for classroom videotaping 50

Tripods - floor Regular size tripods (various brands, sizes) 5

Smartboards 

Smartboard; opens various instructional possibilities and gives students practice on a technology that is out in many 

districts in our region

Killian 104, 108, 

202, 219; Reid 109 

(Epson KL 116)

Mimio interactive whiteboard kits Serve as portable interactive whiteboard units; requires computer, whiteboard, and projector aimed at whiteboard. 1

Smart Table Currently on loan 1

Voice recorders Digital voice recorders, record several hours each; USB connection to computer 7 digital

MacBooks for supervision

If you and/or your student require them for supervision during Internship or Student Teaching, you can check one of 

these out; talk to Lee Nickles for details and requirements 12

Projectors Standard data projectors and bags/cases; for taking to conferences or for other types of presentations 6

Sony still/ panorama camera

Digital SLR camera; takes high-quality still images, short movies, and automatic panoramic shots (approximately the 

size of a "banner" image on most WCU websites) 1

Still camera Digital camera - takes high quality pictures 4

iPad Slate size computer 8

30 iPad Cart Cart with 30 iPad 2 units; can be used for various multimedia projects 1 cart of 30 iPads

Laptop Carts

Carts with laptops that can be checked out for use in class; use as a temporary computer lab or the occasional 

computer activity 3

CD/DVD printer/burner

Unit can burn multiple CD's and DVD's; accepts stack of 25 discs at a time and automatically burns and prints full-color 

labels; talk to Lee Nickles about your specific application 1

Luggable speaker

Speaker system that includes one large speaker, wireless lapel microphone, and hand-held wireless microphone; 

provides voice projection in rooms without audio setup; works in 104 1

Portable document camera This is a portable document camera in a case that can be used in various locations 2

Computer/Projector rolling bags Airplane carry-on size bag that can contain a laptop, projector, and associated cords for travel 2

Robotics kits Mindstorm & Wedo

28 - Mindstorm    9 

- Wedo


